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This paper is devoted to the non-asymptotic control of the mean-squared error for the Ruppert-Polyak
stochastic averaged gradient descent introduced in the seminal contributions of [24] and [26]. In our main
results, we establish non-asymptotic tight bounds (optimal with respect to the Cramer-Rao lower bound)
in a very general framework that includes the uniformly strongly convex case as well as the one where the
function f to be minimized satisfies a weaker Kurdyka- Lojiasewicz-type condition [18, 19]. In particular, it
makes it possible to recover some pathological examples such as on-line learning for logistic regression (see
[2]) and recursive quantile estimation (an even non-convex situation). Finally, our bound is optimal when
the decreasing step (γn)n≥1 satisfies: γn = γn−β with β = 3/4, leading to a second-order term in O(n−5/4).
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1. Introduction
1.1. Averaging principle for stochastic algorithms Let f : Rd→ R be a function that
belongs to C2(Rd,R), i.e., the space of twice differentiable functions from Rd to R with continuous
second partial derivatives. Let us assume that∇f admits the following representation: a measurable
function Λ :Rd×Rp→Rd and a random variable Z with values in Rp exist such that Z is distributed
according to µ such that:
∀θ ∈Rd, ∇f(θ) =E[Λ(θ,Z)]. (1)
In this case, the Robbins-Monro procedure introduced in the seminal contribution [25] is built
with an i.i.d. sequence of observations (Zi)i≥1 distributed according to µ. It is well known that
under appropriate assumptions, the minimizers of f can be approximated through the recursive
stochastic algorithm (θn)n≥0 defined by: θ0 ∈Rd and
∀n≥ 0, θn+1 = θn− γn+1Λ(θn,Zn+1), (2)
where (γn)n≥1 denotes a non-increasing sequence of positive numbers such that:
Γn :=
n∑
k=1
γk
n−→+∞−−−−−→+∞ and γn n−→+∞−−−−−→ 0.
Equation (2) is sometimes written as a noisy gradient descent:
∀n≥ 0, θn+1 = θn− γn+1∇f(θn) + γn+1∆Mn+1, (3)
1
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where (∆Mn+1)n≥0 stands for the sequence of noises defined by:
∀n≥ 0, ∆Mn+1 =−Λ(θn,Zn+1) +∇f(θn). (4)
Equation (1) shows that the sequence (∆Mn)n≥1 is a sequence of martingale increments, i.e.
∀n≥ 1, E [∆Mn+1|Fn] = 0,
where (Fn)n≥0 is the filtration defined by Fn = σ(Z1, . . . ,Zn) for n≥ 1, F0 is the trivial σ-field and
for a given σ-field G, E[ . |G] stands for the related conditional expectation.
The standard averaging procedure of Ruppert-Polyak (referred to as RP averaging) consists in
introducing a Cesaro average over the iterations of the Robbins-Monro sequence defined by:
θˆn =
1
n
n∑
k=1
θk, n≥ 1.
It is well known that such an averaging procedure is a way to improve the convergence properties
of the original algorithm (θn)n≥1 by minimizing the asymptotic variance induced by the algorithm.
More precisely, when f is a strongly convex function and possesses a unique minimum θ?,
√
n(θˆn−
θ?)n≥1 converges in distribution to a Gaussian law whose variance attains the Cramer-Rao lower
bound of any unbiased estimation of θ? (see Theorem 1 for a precise statement of this state of the
art result).
Such results are usually achieved asymptotically in general situations where f is assumed to be
strongly convex, we refer to [24] for the initial asymptotic description and to [14] for some more
general results. In [3], a non-asymptotic optimal (with a sharp first order term) result is obtained
in the strongly convex situation under restrictive moment assumptions on the noisy gradients.
The problem is also tackled non asymptotically in some specific cases when the strong convexity
property fails (on-line logistic regression [2], recursive median estimation [10, 9] for example).
Nevertheless, a general result for strongly convex or not situations under some mild conditions on
the noise while preserving a sharp optimal O(n−1) rate of convergence of the L2-risk is yet missing.
In this paper, our objective is to derive optimal non-asymptotic L2-risks bounds for the Ruppert-
Polyak (RP) algorithm under some very general assumptions beyond the traditional convexity
point of view. This goal is achieved in two steps. In a first stage, we obtain a general theorem
from a sharp study of the RP-dynamics under a so-called consistency assumption on the original
procedure (θn)n≥0 (see Section 2.3). In this result, the bound is optimal at the first order since it
attains the Cramer-Rao bound (i.e. rate in O(n−1) with the lowest variance) and provides a second
order term which is better than similar results of the literature (see Table 1 for details). In a second
stage, we show that our consistency assumption holds in the strongly convex case but also under
the so-called Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality (see [18, 19]), which is a much weaker situation than
the strongly convex settings. This second part leads to some considerable improvements of state of
the art result since important applications are not tackled by the strongly convex setting, such as
the on-line logistic regression example and the recursive quantile approximation.
1.2. Polyak-Juditsky central limit theorem To assess the quality of a non-asymptotic
control of the sequences (θˆn)n≥0, we recall the CLT associated with (θˆn)n≥0, whose statement is
adapted from [24]1 with the strongly convex assumption (HSC(α)):
1 In [24], the result is stated in a slightly more general framework with the help of a Lyapunov function. We have
chosen to simplify the statement for the sake of readability.
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Assumption HSC(α) - Strongly convex function f is a strongly convex function of parameter
α> 0 in the set:
SC(α) :=
{
f ∈ C2(Rd) :D2f −αId ≥ 0
}
(5)
where D2f stands for the Hessian matrix of f and inequality A ≥ 0 for any matrix A has to be
understood in the sense of quadratic forms.
The set SC(α) captures many practical situations such as the least square optimization problem
in statistical linear models for example.
Theorem 1 ([24]) Assume that:
i) the function f is in SC(α) and x 7−→D2f(x) is bounded.
ii) γn
n→+∞−−−−→ 0 and γ−1n (γn− γn+1) = o+∞(γn),
iii) the convergence in probability of the conditional covariance holds, i.e.,
lim
n−→+∞
E[∆Mn+1∆MTn+1|Fn] = S?,
then √
n(θˆn− θ?) L−−−−−→
n−→+∞
N (0,Σ?),
where
Σ? = {D2f(θ?)}−1S?{D2f(θ?)}−1. (6)
Theorem 1 shows that the Ruppert-Polyak averaging produces an asymptotically optimal algorithm
whose rate of convergence is O(n−1), which is minimax optimal in the class of strongly convex
stochastic minimization problems (see, e.g. [21]). Moreover, the asymptotic variance is also optimal
because it attains the Cramer-Rao lower bound (see, e.g. [24, 11]).
It is also important to observe that (θˆn)n≥0 is an adaptive sequence since the previous result
is obtained independently of the size of D2f(θ?) as soon as the sequence (γn)n≥1 is chosen as
γn = γn
−β with β ∈ (0,1).
2. Main results
2.1. Summary of our contributions As pointed out by many authors in some recent works
(we refer to [2], [3] and [10], among others), even though very general, Theorem 1 has the usual
drawback of being only asymptotic with respect to n. To bypass this weak quantitative result,
some improvements are then obtained for various particular cases of minimization problems (e.g.,
logistic regression, least square minimization, median and quantile estimations) in the literature.
Below, we are interested in deriving some non-asymptotic inequality results on the RP averaging
for the minimization of f . More precisely, in our main results, we will discuss on L2-risk bounds of
the following form:
E[|θˆn− θ?|2]≤ c1n−1 + c2n−ρ with ρ> 1.
We will say that the first-order term in this non-asymptotic bound attains the Cramer-Rao lower-
bound if c1 = Tr(Σ
?). Such a bound is stated in a general setting in Theorem 8 and then applied
in a series of contexts. In order to give a roadmap of these applications, we provide a summary of
our contributions in the following table, enriched with a comparison with the existing results in
the literature:
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Setting Cramer-Rao 2nd order υn γn = γ1n
−β Anytime
Our work
Strong. Convex
Convex (Smooth KL)
Logist. Reg. (KL)
Recurs. Quantile (KL)
Yes : Tr(Σ
?)
n
n−(β+
1
2
)∧(2−β),
υ?n =O(n
− 5
4 )
β ∈ (1/2,1)
β? = 3/4
Yes
BM(11) [3] Strong. Convex Yes : Tr(Σ
?)
n
n−(β+
1
2
)∧( 3
2
−β),
υ?n =O(n
− 7
6 )
β ∈ (1/2,1)
β? = 2/3
Yes
BM(11) [3]
Convex
Logist. Reg.
Recurs. Quantile
No: O(n−1/2)
No: O(n−1/2)
∅
∅ β = 1/2 Yes
B(14) [2] Logist. Reg. No: O
(
1
nλ2
min
{D2f(θ?)}
)
∅ β = 1/2 No
CCGB(17) [9] Recurs. Quantile No: O
(
1
n
) n−(β+ 12 )∧( 32−β),
υ?n =O(n
− 7
6 )
β ∈ (1/2,1)
β? = 2/3
Yes
Table 1. Overview of our results and comparisons with the literature. υ?n refers to the optimal (smallest) size of the
second-order term when β is chosen equal to β?.
2.2. Notations For any vector y ∈ Rd, yT denotes the transpose of y, whereas |y| is the
Euclidean norm of y in Rd. The set Md(R) refers to the set of squared real matrices of size d× d
and the tensor product ⊗2 is used to refer to the following quadratic form:
∀M ∈Md(R) ∀y ∈Rd My⊗2 = yTMy.
Id is the identity matrix in Md(R) and Od(R) denotes the set of orthonormal real matrices of size
d× d:
Od(R) :=
{
Q∈Md(R) : QTQ= Id
}
.
Finally, the notation ‖ .‖ corresponds to a (non-specified) norm on Md(R).
For two positive sequences (an)n≥1 and (bn)n≥1, the notation an . bn refers to the domination
relationship, i.e. an ≤ c bn where c > 0 is independent of n. The binary relationship an = O(bn)
then holds if and only if |an|. |bn|. Finally, if for all n ∈ N, bn 6= 0, an = o(bn) if lim anbn = 0 when
n−→+∞.
In the rest of the paper, we assume that f satisfies the following properties:
lim
|x|→+∞
f(x) = +∞ and {x∈Rd,∇f(x) = 0}= {θ?}, (7)
where θ? is thus the unique minimum of f . Without loss of generality, we also assume that f(θ?) = 0.
We also consider the common choice for (γn)n≥1 (for γ > 0 and β ∈ (0,1)):
∀n≥ 1 γn = γn−β.
In particular, we have Γn ∼ γ1−βn1−β −→+∞ and γn −→ 0 as n−→+∞.
The rest of this section is devoted to the statement of our main results. In Subsection 2.3, we
state our main general result (Theorem 2) under some general assumptions on the noise part and on
the behavior of the Lp-norm of the original procedure (θn)n≥1 ((Lp,
√
γn)-consistency). Then, in
the next subsections, we provide some settings where this consistency condition is satisfied: under
a strong convexity assumption in Subsection 2.4.1 and under a weaker Kurdyka- Lojiasewicz-type
assumption in Subsection 2.4.2.
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2.3. Non asymptotic adaptive and optimal inequality Our first main result is Theorem
2 and we introduce the following definition.
Definition 2.1 ((Lp,
√
γn)-consistency) Let p > 0. We say that a sequence (θn)n≥1 satisfies the
(Lp,
√
γn)-consistency (convergence rate condition) if
(
θn√
γn
)
n≥1
is bounded in Lp, i.e., if:
∃ cp > 0 ∀n≥ 1 E|θn|p ≤ cp{γn}
p
2 .
Note that according to the Jensen inequality, the (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency implies the (L
q,
√
γn)-
consistency for any 0< q < p. As mentioned before, this definition refers to the behaviour of the
crude procedure (θn)n≥1 defined by Equation (2). We will prove that Definition 2.1 is a key prop-
erty to derive sharp non-asymptotic bounds for the RP-averaged algorithm (θˆn)n≥1 (see Theorem
2 below).
We also introduce a smoothness assumption on the covariance of the martingale increment:
Assumption (HS) - Covariance of the martingale increment The covariance of the mar-
tingale increment introduced in (4) satisfies:
E
[
∆Mn+1∆M
t
n+1|Fn
]
= S(θn) a.s.
where S :Rd→Md(R) is a Lipschitz continuous function:
∃L> 0 ∀(θ1, θ2)∈Rd ‖S(θ1)−S(θ2)‖ ≤L|θ1− θ2|.
When compared to Theorem 1 iii), Assumption (HS) is more restrictive but in fact corresponds
to the usual framework. Under additional technicalities, this assumption may be relaxed to a
local Lipschitz behaviour of S. For reasons of clarity, we preferred to reduce our purpose to this
reasonable setting. We now state our main general result:
Theorem 2 (Optimal non-asymptotic bound for the averaging procedure) Let γn =
γn−β with β ∈ (1/2,1). Assume that (θn)n≥1 is (L4,√γn)-consistent and that Assumption (HS)
holds. Suppose moreover that D2f(θ?) is positive-definite.Then, a large enough C exists such that:
∀n∈N? E
[
|θˆn− θ?|2
]
≤ Tr(Σ
?)
n
+Cn−rβ , (8)
where Σ? is defined in Equation (6) (with S? = S(θ?)) and
rβ =
(
β+
1
2
)
∧ (2−β) .
In particular, rβ > 1 for all β ∈ (1/2,1) and β 7−→ rβ attains its maximum for β = 3/4, which yields:
∀n∈N? E
[
|θˆn− θ?|2
]
≤ Tr(Σ
?)
n
+Cn−5/4.
The result stated by Theorem 2 deserves several remarks.
• Sharpness of the L2-bound/First and second order terms: as mentioned before, we obtain the
exact optimal rate O(n−1) with the sharp constant Tr(Σ?) as shown by Theorem 1. Hence, at the
first order, Theorem 2 shows that the averaging procedure is minimax optimal with respect to
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the Cramer-Rao lower bound. Moreover, the result is adaptive with respect to the value of the
Hessian D2f(θ?): any sequence γn = γn
−β with β ∈ (1/2,1) and γ > 0, regardless the value of β or
γ, produces the result of Theorem 2. We should note that such an adaptive property does not hold
for the initial sequence (θn)n≥1 as proved by the central limit theorem satisfied by (θn)n≥1 (see [13]
for example).
Even though any value of β ∈ (1/2,1) yields a Tr(Σ?)
n
leading term, the “optimal” choice of β
remains unclear. In [3] and [9], β = 2/3 is motivated by the optimization of the second order term.
In particular, [3] obtains in the strongly convex case an upper bound of the order Tr(Σ
?)
n
+O(n−7/6).
In our work, Theorem 2 also improves this second order term since the choice β = 3/4 leads to an
upper bound of the order Tr(Σ
?)
n
+O(n−5/4). Moreover, for any value of β ∈ (1/2,1), the second order
term in Theorem 2 is O(n−(β+1/2)∧(2−β)), which is always better than O(n−(β+1/2)∧(3/2−β)), the one
of [3]. For further comments on this topic (including the particular case of null third derivatives),
we refer to Section 3.2.
• Idea of the proof/Assumptions: the proof of Theorem 2 is achieved through a spectral analysis
of the second-order Markov chain induced by (θˆn)n≥1. This spectral analysis requires a preliminary
linearization step of the drift from θˆn to θˆn+1. The cost of this linearization is absorbed by a
preliminary control of the initial sequence (θn)n≥1, obtained with the (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency for p= 4
(see Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 4 for results on the (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency). Let us remark that
this linearization approach implies that our result a priori applies regardless the global assumptions
on the objective function: we only impose a local curvature around θ?.
• Anytime strategy : an important feature of on-line optimization algorithm is the anytime prop-
erty, i.e., the ability of the algorithm to produce an optimal performance regardless the choice of
the stopping iteration time: in commonly encountered situations, the final number of iterations
is not known in advance. In general, a such anytime property fails when the step-size sequence
depends on the final number of iterations. One common way to bypass this issue is to use the
doubling trick strategy (see, e.g. [12]) , which produces an anytime algorithm and that degrades
the final rate with an almost negligible multiplicative logarithmic term. However, for the Ruppert-
Polyak algorithm, the consequence of such a doubling trick on the initial SGD sequence remains
unclear for (θˆn)n≥1 because (θˆn)n≥1 uses all the iterates of the SGD sequence with uniform weights.
As indicated in our Theorem 2, in [3] (for strongly convex function) and [9] (quantile estima-
tion), the sequence (γn)n≥1 is chosen independently of the final horizon time, and the procedure is
therefore anytime. Oppositely, the step-size sequence proposed in [2] highly depends on the final
number of iteration (the proposed sequence is constant and equal to 1
2R2
√
n
where n is the stopping
time, so that the method of [2] for on-line logistic regression is not anytime).
2.4. (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency As indicated in Theorem 2, the control of the moments of the
sequence (θn− θ?)n≥1 is an important ingredient to derive the optimal bound (8). We first present
how to obtain a such moment upper bound in the standard strongly convex case, and then in some
more general cases without convexity.
2.4.1. (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency with strong convexity In this section, we temporarily
restrict our study to the classical setting HSC(α) and we need to add an additional condition on
the noise, denoted by (HSCΣp):
Assumption (HSCΣp) - Moments of the martingale increment For a given p∈N?, the sequence
of martingale increments satisfies: a constant Σp exists such that for any n∈N:
E[|∆Mn+1|2p|Fn]≤Σp(1 + (f(θn))p a.s.
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We emphasize that even though Assumption HSC(α) is a potentially restrictive assumption on
f , the one on the martingale increments is not restrictive and allows a polynomial dependency
in f(θn) of the moments of ∆Mn, which is much weaker than the one used in Theorem 3 of [3].
For example, such an assumption holds in the case of the recursive linear least square problem.
In that case, we retrieve the baseline assumption introduced in [13] that only provides an almost
sure convergence of (θn)n≥1 towards θ? without any rate. In this setting, we can state the following
proposition, whose proof is left to the reader and up to some minor modifications, is contained in
the more general result stated in Theorem 6 (see Section 2.4.2).
Proposition 2.1 Assume that a α > 0 exists such that f is HSC(α) and that x 7−→ D2f(x) is
Lipschitz bounded. If the sequence (∆Mn)n≥1 satisfies (HSCΣp), then (θn)n≥1 is (L
p,
√
γn)-consistent
for any p≥ 1:
∀p≥ 1 ∃Cp > 0 E|θn− θ?|p ≤Cp{γn}p/2.
An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 and of Theorem 2 on the sequence (θˆn)n≥1 is given
by the next corollary.
Corollary 3 Assume that γn = γn
−β with β ∈ (1/2,1). Then, if (HS) and the assumptions of
Proposition 2.1 hold, we have:
∀n∈N? E
[
|θˆn− θ?|2
]
≤ Tr(Σ
?)
n
+Cn−rβ
where rβ is defined in Theorem 2.
2.4.2. (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency without convexity In some many interesting cases, the latter
strongly convex Assumption HSC(α) does not hold because the repelling effect towards θ
? of ∇f(x)
is not strong enough for large values of |x|. For example, this is the case in the logistic regression
problem or in the recursive quantile estimation where the function ∇f is asymptotically flat for
large values of |x|. Motivated by these examples, we thus aim to generalize the class of functions
f for which the (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency property holds. For this purpose, we introduce Assumption
(Hφ) defined by:
Assumption (Hφ) - Weakly reverting drift The function f is C2(Rd,R) with D2f bounded and
Lipschitz, D2f(θ?) invertible and:
• i) φ is C2(R+,R+) non-decreasing and ∃x0 ≥ 0 : ∀x≥ x0, φ′′(x)≤ 0.
• ii) Two positive numbers m and M exist such that ∀x∈Rd\{θ?}:
0<m≤ φ′(f(x))|∇f(x)|2 + |∇f(x)|
2
f(x)
≤M. (9)
Roughly speaking, the function φ quantifies the lack of convexity far from θ? and is calibrated
in such a way that the function x 7−→ fp(x)eφ(f(x)) is strongly convex. The extremal situations are
the following ones: when φ≡ 1, we recover the previous case or more precisely, when x 7−→D2f(x)
is Lipschitz continuous, (HSC(α)) =⇒ (Hφ) with φ≡ 1. Actually, in this case, it is straightforward
to prove that some positive constants c1 and c2 exist such that for all x∈Rd,
c1
2
|x− θ?|2 ≤ f(x)≤ c2
2
|x− θ?|2, and c1|x− θ?| ≤ |∇f(x)| ≤ c2|x− θ?|.
Note that in this case (Hφ) remains slightly more general since it even can be true in some cases
where D2f is not strictly positive everywhere.
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The opposite case is φ(x) = x. In this setting, (Hφ) is satisfied when m ≤ |∇f(x)|2 ≤M with
some positive m and M . Note that this framework includes the online logistic regression and the
recursive quantile estimation (see Subsection 2.6).
For practical purposes, we introduce below a kind of parametric version of Assumption (Hφ)
denoted by (HrKL), which may be seen as a global Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz gradient inequality (see,
e.g. [18, 19] and Subsection 2.5 for details):
Assumption (HrKL) - Global KL inequality The function f is C2(Rd,R) with D2f bounded
and Lipschitz, D2f(θ?) invertible and:
• For r ∈ [0,1/2], we have
lim inf
|x|−→+∞
f−r|∇f |> 0 and limsup
|x|−→+∞
f−r|∇f |> 0 (10)
(Hφ) and (H
r
KL) are linked by the following proposition:
Proposition 2.2 Let r ∈ [0,1/2] such that (HrKL) holds. Then, (Hφ) holds with φ defined by
φ(x) = (1 + |x|2) 1−2r2 . Furthermore,
lim inf
|x|→+∞
f(x)|x|− 11−r > 0. (11)
The implication is easy to prove (using that near θ?, f(x) . |x − θ?|2 and |x − θ?| . |∇f(x)|
since ∇f(θ?) = 0 and D2f(θ?) is strictly positive). The proof of the more intricate property (11)
is postponed to Appendix 6. Note that this property will be important to derive the (Lp,
√
γn)-
consistency (see Theorem 4). As mentioned before, further comments on these assumptions are
postponed to Subsection 2.5 and the rest of this paragraph is devoted to the main corresponding
results.
As in the strongly convex case, Assumptions (Hφ) and (H
r
KL) certainly need to be combined with
some assumption on the martingale increment. As one might expect, the condition is unfortunately
(much) more stringent than in the strongly convex case:
Assumption (HφΣp) - Moments of the martingale increment A locally bounded deterministic
function ρp :R+ 7→R+ exists such that:
∀u≥ 0 E[|∆Mn|2p+2eφ(u|∆Mn|2)|Fn]≤ ρp(u) a.s. (12)
Remark 2.1The general form of this assumption can be roughly explained as follows: one of the
main ideas of the proof of Theorem 4 below is to use the function x 7→ fp(x)peφ(f(x)) as a Lyapunov-
type function in order to obtain some contraction properties. Note that when (∆Mn)n≥1 is a bounded
sequence, (HφΣp) is automatically satisfied (this is the case for the quantile recursive estimation and
for the logistic regression of bounded variables: see Subsection 2.6).
However, when φ≡ 1 (i.e. strongly convex case), it can be observed that (HSCΣp) is not retrieved as
it would have been expected. This can be explained by the fact that Assumption (HφΣp) is adapted to
the general case and that the particular case φ≡ 1, certainly leads to some simplifications (especially
in the derivation of the Lyapunov function). Nevertheless, we could (with additional technicalities)
also allow a dependency in f(θn) by replacing the right-hand member of the assumption with C(1+
(f(θn))
p−1. However, this seems of limited interest in the general case in view of the exponential
term of the left-hand side. More precisely, the dependency in f(θn) could be really interesting for
applications if it were of comparable size to the left-hand member. Finally, let us remark that as it
can be expected, the constraint on the noise increases with φ, i.e., with the lack of convexity of the
function f .
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We then state the main result of this paragraph that holds in a generic potentially non-convex
situation supported by (Hφ).
Theorem 4 For any p≥ 1:
i) Assume that f satisfies (Hφ) and that the martingale increment sequence satisfies (H
φ
Σp
),
then a constant Cp exists such that:
E[fp(θn)eφ(f(θn))]≤Cp{γn}p.
ii) If, furthermore, lim inf |x|→+∞ |x|−2pfp(x)eφ(f(x)) > 0, then (θn)n≥1 is (L2p,√γn)-consistent,
e.g., a constant Cp exists such that:
E|θn− θ?|2p ≤Cp{γn}p.
iii) In particular, (θn)n≥1 is (L2p,
√
γn)-consistent if (H
r
KL) holds for a given r ∈ [0,1/2] and
(HφΣp) holds with φ(t) = (1 + t
2)(1−2r)/2.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 4 i) is postponed to Section 4.
The second statement ii) is a simple consequence of i): actually, we only need to prove that
the function τ defined by τ(x) = fp(x)eφ(f(x)), x∈Rd, satisfies infx∈Rd\{0} τ(x)|x− θ?|−2p > 0. Near
θ?, the fact that D2f(θ?) is positive-definite can be used to ensure that x 7→ τ(x)|x − θ?|−2p is
lower-bounded by a positive constant. Then, since τ is positive on Rd, the result follows from the
additional assumption lim inf |x|→+∞ τ(x)|x|−2p > 0.
Finally, for iii), we only have to prove that the additional assumption of ii) holds under (HrKL).
This point is a straightforward consequence of (11) and of the fact that φ(x) = (1 + |x|2) 1−2r2 in
this case. 
Applying Theorem 2 makes it possible to derive non-asymptotic bounds under (Hφ). We chose
to only state the result under the parametric assumption (HrKL).
Corollary 5 Assume (HS), (H
r
KL) and (H
φ
Σp
) with r ∈ [0,1/2], p= 2 and φ(t) = (1 + t2) 1−2r2 . If
γn = γn
−β with β ∈ (1/2,1), then (θˆn)n≥1 satisfies:
∀n∈N? E
[
|θˆn− θ?|2
]
≤ Tr(Σ
?)
n
+Cn−rβ ,
for C large enough and where rβ is defined in Theorem 2.
Remark 2.2 At first sight, the result brought by Corollary (5) may appear surprising since we
obtain a O(1/n) rate for the mean-squared error of the averaged sequence towards θ? without strong
convexity, including, for example, some situations where f(x) ∼ |x| as |x| → +∞. This could be
viewed as a contradiction with the minimax rate of convergence O(1/
√
n) for stochastic optimization
problems in the simple convex case (see, e.g. [1] or [21]). The above minimax result simply refers to
the worst situation in the class of convex functions that are not necessarily differentiable, whereas
Assumption (Hφ) used in Corollary 5 describes a set of functions that are not necessarily strongly
convex or even simply convex, but all the functions involved in (Hφ) or in (H
r
KL) belong to C2(Rd,R)
and have a positive curvature around θ? since we assumed that D2f(θ?) is invertible. In particular,
the worst case is attained in [1] through linear combinations of shifted piecewise affine functions
x 7−→ |x+1/2| and x 7−→ |x−1/2|, functions for which Assumption (Hφ) is obviously not satisfied.
According to the results in Appendix H of [20], the local curvature near θ? makes it possible to obtain
a O(n−1) rate whereas the smoothness assumption allows to obtain a precise constant, leading to
the Cramer-Rao lower bound in the specific setting of [20].
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2.5. Comments on Assumption (Hφ) and link with the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequal-
ity To the best of our knowledge, this assumption is not standard in the stochastic optimization
literature and thus deserves several comments, included in this section. For this purpose, for any
symmetric real matrix A, let us denote the lowest eigvenvalue of A by λA.
2.5.1. f does not necessarily need to be convex It is important to notice that the
function f itself is not necessarily assumed to be convex under Assumption (Hφ). The minimal
requirement is that f only possesses a unique critical point (minimum). Of course, our analysis will
still be based on a descent lemma for the sequences (θn)n≥0. Nevertheless, we will use a Lyapunov
analysis that will involve fpeφ(f) instead of f itself for the sequence (θn)n≥0. The descent property
will then be derived from Equation (9) in ii) of (Hφ). Thereafter, we will be able to exploit a
spectral analysis of the dynamical system that governs (θˆn)n≥0. We stress the fact that, in general,
the results without any convexity assumption on f are usually limited to almost sure convergence
with the help of the Robbins-Siegmund Lemma (see, e.g. [13] and the references therein). As will
be shown later on, Assumption (Hφ) will be sufficient to derive efficient convergence rates for the
averaged sequence (θˆn)n≥0 without any strong convexity assumption.
2.5.2. f is necessarily a sub-quadratic and L-smooth function Let us first remark that
(Hφ) entails an a priori upper bound for f that cannot increase faster than a quadratic form. We
have:
∀x∈Rd |∇f(x)|
2
f(x)
≤M =⇒ |∇(
√
f)| ≤
√
M
2
=⇒ f(x)≤ M
4
‖x‖2.
However, we also need a slightly stronger condition with D2f bounded over Rd, meaning that f is
L-smooth for a suitable value of L (with an L-Lipschitz gradient). We refer to [23] for a general
introduction to this class of functions. Even in the deterministic setting, the L-smooth property
is a common minimal requirement for obtaining a good convergence rate for smooth optimization
problems (,see, e.g. [4]).
2.5.3. About the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz inequality It is important to note that (Hφ)
should be related to the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz gradient inequalities. In the deterministic setting,
the  Lojasiewicz gradient inequality [19] with exponent r may be stated as follows:
∃m> 0 ∃ r ∈ [0,1) ∀x∈Rd f(x)−r|∇f(x)| ≥m, (13)
while a generalization (see, e.g. [18]) is governed by the existence of a concave increasing “desin-
gularizing” function ψ such that:
|∇(ψ ◦ f)| ≥ 1.
The  Lojasiewicz gradient inequality is then just a particular case of the previous inequality while
choosing ψ(t) = ct1−r. We refer to [6] for a recent work on how to characterize some large families
of functions f such that a generalized KL-inequality holds.
In this paper, the Kurdyka- Lojasiewicz-type gradient inequality appears through Assumption
(HrKL) with r ∈ [0,1/2], which implies (Hφ) (see Proposition 2.2). However, it should be noted that
Assumption (HrKL) is slightly different from (13) since we only enforce the function f
−r|∇f | to be
asymptotically lower-bounded by a positive constant.
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Nevertheless, in our setting where f has only one critical point and where D2f(θ?) is positive-
definite, it is easy to prove that (HrKL) implies (13). Indeed, around θ
?, D2f(θ?) is positive definite
so that we could choose r= 1/2 and then satisfy the  Lojasiewicz gradient inequality (13) near θ?.
Hence, the link between (HrKL) given in (10) and (13) has to be understood for large values of |x|.
Moreover, Proposition 2.2 states that the classical  Lojasiewicz gradient inequality (13) asso-
ciated with the assumption of the local invertibility of D2f(θ?) implies Assumption (Hφ). The
choice r= 1/2 in Equation (13) corresponds to the strongly-convex case with φ= 1 and ψ(t) =
√
t.
Conversely, the  Lojasiewicz exponent r= 0 corresponds to the weak repelling force |∇f(x)|2 ∝ 1 as
|x| →+∞ and φ(t) =√1 + t2, leading to ψ(t) = t.
At last, we can observe that the interest of Assumption (Hφ) in the stochastic framework is more
closely related to the behavior of the algorithm when (θn)n≥1 is far away from the target point
θ?, whereas in the deterministic framework, the main interest of the desingularizing function ψ is
used around θ? to derive fast linear rates even in non strongly convex situations. For example, [7]
established exponential convergence of the forward-backward splitting FISTA to solve the Lasso
problem with the help of KL inequalities although the minimization problem is not strongly convex
and the core of the study is the understanding of the algorithm near θ?. In simple terms, the
difficulty to assert some good properties of stochastic algorithms is not exactly the same as the one
for deterministic problems: it is much more difficult to control the time for a stochastic algorithm
to come back far away from θ? than for a deterministic method with a weakly reverting effect
of −∇f because of the noise on the algorithm. In contrast, the rate of a deterministic method
crucially depends on the local behavior of ∇f around θ? (see, e.g. [7]).
2.5.4. Counter-examples of the global KL inequality Finally, we should have in mind
what kind of functions do not satisfy the global  Lojasiewicz gradient inequality given in Equa-
tion (13). Since we assumed f to have a unique minimizer θ? with D2f(θ?) invertible, Inequality
f−r|∇f | ≥m> 0 should only fail asymptotically. From Equation (11) of Proposition 2.2, we know
that |x|. f(x) for large values of |x|. As a consequence, any function f with logarithmic growth
or comparable to |x|r growth with r ∈ (0,1) at infinity can not be managed by this assumption.
Another counter-example of f occurs when f exhibits an infinite sequence of oscillations in the
values of f ′ ≥ 0 with longer and longer areas near f ′ = 0 when |x| is increasing. We refer to [7] for
the following function that does not satisfy the KL inequality for any r≥ 2:
f : x−→ x2r[2 + cos(x−1)] if x 6= 0 and f(0) = 0.
2.6. Applications
2.6.1. Strongly convex situation First, we can observe that in the strongly convex sit-
uation, Corollary 3 provides a very tractable criterion to assess the non-asymptotic first-order
optimality of the averaging procedure since (HSCΣp) is very easy to check.
For example, considering the stochastic recursive least mean square estimation problem
(see, i.e., [13]), it can immediately be checked that θ−→ f(θ) is quadratic. In that case, the problem
is strongly convex, and the noise increment satisfies:
E[|∆Mn|2p|Fn]≤Σp(1 + (f(θn))p a.s.
Then Proposition 2.1 yields the (Lp,
√
γn) consistency rate of (θn)n≥1, which implies a first-order
optimal excess risk for (θˆn)n≥1 with a O(n−5/4) second-order term. We stress the fact that the
recent contribution of [3] also proves a sharp non-asymptotic O(1/n) rate of convergence with a
O(n−7/6) second-order term. Hence, Corollary 3 yields a stronger result in that case.
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2.6.2. Assumptions (Hφ) and (H
φ
Σp
) hold for many stochastic minimization problems
We end this section by pointing out that Assumption (Hφ) and (H
φ
Σp
) capture many interesting
situations where f is not strongly convex and may even not be convex in some cases.
2.6.2.a. Semi-algebraic case
Before providing explicit examples, a general argument relies on the statement of Theorem 2 of
[6]: every coercive convex continuous function f , which is proper and semi-algebraic (see [6] for
some precise definitions), satisfies the KL inequality. Note that such a result holds in non-smooth
situations, as stated in [5], when using sub-differential instead of gradients, but our work does not
deal with non smooth-functions f .
2.6.2.b. On-line logistic regression
The on-line logistic regression problem deals with the minimization of f defined by:
f(θ) :=E
[
log
(
1 + e−Y <X,θ>
)]
(14)
where X is a Rd random variable and Y |X takes its value in {−1,1} with:
P [Y = 1 |X = x] = 1
1 + e−<x,θ?>
. (15)
We then observe a sequence of i.i.d. replications (Xi, Yi) and the baseline stochastic gradient descent
sequence (θn)n≥1 is defined by:
θn+1 = θn + γn+1
YnXn
1 + eYn<θn,Xn>
= θn− γn+1∇f(θn) + γn+1∆Mn+1. (16)
We state the following result below.
Proposition 2.3 Assume that the law of the design X is compactly supported in BRd(0,R) for a
given R> 0 and is elliptic: for any e ∈ Sd−1(Rd), V ar(<X,e >)≥ 0. Assume that Y satisfies the
logistic Equation (15). Then
i) f defined in Equation (14) is convex with D2f bounded and Lipschitz. Moreover D2f(θ?) is
invertible and satisfies (HrKL) with r= 0.
ii) Recall that Σ? is defined in (6), the averaged sequence (θˆn)n≥1 built from the sequence (θn)n≥1
introduced in (16) satisfies:
∃C > 0 ∀n≥ 1 E|θˆn− θ?|2 ≤ Tr(Σ
?)
n
+Cn−5/4.
Proof: We study i). Some straightforward computations yield ∀θ ∈Rd:
∇f(θ) =E
[
X
[
e<X,θ>− e<X,θ?>]
[1 + e<X,θ>] [1 + e<X,θ?>]
]
and D2f(θ)k,l =E
[
XkXle
<X,θ>
(1 + e<X,θ>)2
]
We can deduce that ∇f(θ?) = 0 and that (see [2] for example) f is convex with
< θ− θ?,∇f(θ)>=E
[
[<X,θ >−<X,θ? >] [e<X,θ>− e<X,θ?>]
[1 + e<X,θ?>] [1 + e<X,θ>]
]
≥ 0,
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because (x− y)[ex − ey]> 0 for every pair (x, y) such that x 6= y. It implies that θ? is the unique
minimizer of f . Moreover, D2f(θ?) =E
[
XXT e
<X,θ?>
(1+e<X,θ
?>
]
is invertible as soon as the design matrix
is invertible. This property easily follows from the ellipticity condition on the distribution of the
design:
∀e∈ Sd−1(Rd) V ar(<X,e >) = eTE[XXT ]e > 0,
which proves that the Hessian D2f(θ?) is invertible.
Regarding now the asymptotic norm of |∇f(θ)|, the Lebesgue Theorem yields, ∀e∈ Sd−1(Rd):
lim
t−→+∞
|∇f(te)| =
∣∣∣∣E[X1<X,e>≥0−Xe<X,θ?>1<X,e><01 + e<X,θ?>
]∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣〈E[X1<X,e>≥0−Xe<X,θ?>1<X,e><01 + e<X,θ?>
]
, e
〉∣∣∣∣
≥
∣∣∣∣E[<X,e > 1<X,e>≥0−<X,e > e<X,θ?>1<X,e><01 + e<X,θ?>
]∣∣∣∣
≥
∣∣∣∣E[<X,e > 1<X,e>≥01 + e<X,θ?>
]∣∣∣∣∧ ∣∣∣∣E[<X,−e > e<X,θ?>1<X,−e>≥01 + e<X,θ?>
]∣∣∣∣
where we used the orthogonal decomposition on e and e⊥. It then proves that for any e∈ Sd−1(Rd),
lim
t−→+∞
|∇f(te)|> 0. A compactness and continuity argument leads to:
lim inf
|θ|−→+∞
|∇f(θ)| ≥ infe∈Sd−1(Rd)E [<X,e >+]
eR|θ?|(1 + eR|θ?|)
> 0,
since we assumed the design to be elliptic: V ar(<X,e >)> 0 for any unit vector e. At the same
time, it is also straightforward to check that:
limsup
|θ|−→+∞
|∇f(θ)| ≤+∞,
which concludes the proof of i).
We now prove ii) and apply Corollary 5. In that case, Assumption (HrKL) holds with r = 0.
Regarding Assumption (HφΣp), we can observe that the martingale increments are bounded (see [2],
for example) and Inequality (12) is satisfied. Hence, Corollary 5 implies that (θn)n≥1 is a Lp-{√γn}
consistent sequence for any p≥ 2. We can therefore apply Theorem 2 for the averaging procedure
(θˆn)n≥1, with Σ? given in (6). This ends the proof. 
2.6.2.c. Recursive quantile estimation
The recursive quantile estimation problem is a standard example that may be stated as follows (see,
e.g. [13] for details). For a given cumulative distribution function G defined over R, the problem
is to find the quantile qα such that G(qα) = 1−α. We assume that we observe a sequence of i.i.d.
realizations (Xi)i≥1 distributed with a cumulative distribution G. The recursive quantile algorithm
is then defined by:
θn+1 = θn− γn+1 [1Xn≤θn − (1−α)] = θn− γn+1[G(θn)− (1−α)] + γn+1∆Mn+1,
In that situation, the function f ′ is defined by:
f ′(θ) =
∫ θ
qα
p(s)ds=G(θ)−G(qα),
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where p is the density with respect to the Lebesgue measure such that G(q) =
∫ q
−∞
p. Below, we
consider the case where p is a Lipschitz continuous function with p(qα)> 0. Assuming without loss
of generality that qα = 0 so that f(0) = 0, the function f is then defined by:
f(θ) :=
∫ θ
0
∫ u
0
p(s)dsdu,
whose minimum is attained at 0. It can immediately be checked that f ′′(0) 6= 0 as soon as p(qα)> 0
and f ′(θ)−→ 1−α when θ−→+∞ while f ′(θ)−→−α when θ−→−∞. Therefore, f satisfies (Hφ)
since (HrKL) and Equation (13) hold with r= 0 and φ(t) =
√
1 + t2. Again, regarding Assumption
(HφΣp), we can observe that the martingale increments are bounded (see [10, 13], for example).
Therefore, Inequality (12) is obviously satisfied since φ is a monotone increasing function. We can
apply Corollary 5 and conclude that the averaging sequence (θˆn)n≥1 satisfies the non-asymptotic
optimal inequality: a constant C > 0 exists such that:
∀n≥ 1 E|θˆn− qα|2 ≤ α(1−α)
p(qα)n
+Cn−5/4
• The on-line geometric median estimation We end this section with considerations on
a problem close to the former one in larger dimensional spaces. The median estimation problem
described in [10, 9] relies on the minimization of:
∀θ ∈Rd f(θ) =E[|X − θ|],
where X is a random variable distributed over Rd. Of course, our framework does not apply to
this situation since f is not C2(Rd,R). Nevertheless, if we assume for the sake of simplicity that
the support of X is bounded (which is not assumed in the initial works of [10, 9]), then following
the arguments of [17], the median is uniquely defined as soon as the distribution of X is not
concentrated on a single straight line, meaning that the variance of X is elliptic in any direction
of the sphere of Rd. Moreover, it can be easily seen that:
lim
|θ|−→+∞
|∇f(θ)|= 1,
so that Equation (13) holds with r= 0. To apply Corollary 5, it would be necessary to extend our
work to this non-smooth situation, which is beyond the scope of this paper, but that would be an
interesting future subject of investigation.
2.7. Organization of the paper The rest of the paper is dedicated to the proofs of the
main results and the text is then organized as follows. We first assume without loss of generality
that θ? = 0 (and that f(θ?) = 0). In Section 3, we detail our spectral analysis of the behavior of
(θˆn)n≥1 and prove Theorem 2. In particular, Proposition 3.4 provides the main argument to derive
the sharp exact first-order rate of convergence, and the results postponed below in Section 3 only
represent technical lemmas that are useful for the proof of Proposition 3.4. Section 4 is dedicated
to the proof of the (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency under Assumption (Hφ) (proof of Theorem 4 i)). The
generalization to the stronger situation of strong convexity (Proposition 2.1) is left to the reader
since it only requires slight modifications of the proof).
3. Non asymptotic optimal averaging procedure
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3.1. Proof of Theorem 2 The aim of this paragraph is to prove Theorem 2.
We will use a coupled relationship between θˆn+1 and (θˆn, θn+1). For this purpose, we introduce
the notation for the drift at time n:
Λn :=
∫ 1
0
D2f(tθn)dt so that Λnθn =∇f(θn) (17)
using the Taylor formula and the fact that θ? = ∇f(θ?) = 0. The coupled evolution (θn, θˆn)→
(θn+1, θˆn+1) is then described by the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1 If we now introduce Zn = (θn, θˆn), then we have the 2d-dimensional recursion
formula:
Zn+1 =
(
Id− γn+1Λn 0
1
n+1
(Id− γn+1Λn) (1− 1n+1)Id
)
Zn + γn+1
(
∆Mn+1
∆Mn+1
n+1
)
. (18)
Proof: We begin with the simple remark:
∀n∈N θˆn+1 = θˆn + 1
n+ 1
(
θn+1− θˆn
)
.
Now, Equation (2) yields:
∀n∈N
{
θn+1=θn− γn+1∇f(θn) + γn+1∆Mn+1
θˆn+1= θˆn(1− 1n+1) + 1n+1 (θn− γn+1∇f(θn) + γn+1∆Mn+1) .
The result then follows from (17). 
The next proposition describes the linearization procedure by replacing Λn with the fixed Hessian
of f at θ?.
Proposition 3.2 Set Λ? = D2f(θ?) and assume that Λ? is a positive-definite matrix. Then, a
matrix Q∈Od(R) exists such that Zˇn =
(
Q 0
0 Q
)
Zn satisfies:
Zˇn+1 =AnZˇn + γn+1
(
Q∆Mn+1
Q∆Mn+1
n+1
)
+ γn+1
(
Q(Λ?−Λn)θn
Q(Λn−Λ?) θnn+1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=υˇn
, (19)
where D? is the diagonal matrix associated with the eigenvalues of Λ? and
An :=
(
Id− γn+1D? 0
1
n+1
(Id− γn+1D?) (1− 1n+1)Id
)
. (20)
Proof: We write Λn =D
2f(θ?)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Λ?
+(Λn−D2f(θ?)) and use the eigenvalue decomposition of Λ?.
Zn+1 =
(
Id− γn+1Λ? 0
1
n+1
(Id− γn+1Λ?) (1− 1n+1)Id
)
Zn + γn+1
(
∆Mn+1
∆Mn+1
n+1
)
+ υn, (21)
where the linearization term υn will be shown to be negligible and is defined by
υn := γn+1
(
(Λ?−Λn)θn
(Λn−Λ?) θnn+1
)
.
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The matrix Λ? is the Hessian of f at θ? and is a symmetric positive matrix, which may be reduced
into a diagonal matrix D? =Diag(µ?1, . . . , µ
?
d) with positive eigenvalues in an orthonormal basis:
∃Q∈Od(R) Λ? =QTD?Q with QT =Q−1. (22)
It is natural to introduce the new sequence adapted to the spectral decomposition of Λ? given by
Equation (22):
Zˇn =
(
Q 0
0 Q
)
Zn =
(
Qθn
Qθˆn
)
. (23)
Using QΛ? =D?Q, we obtain the equality described in Equation (19).  The important fact
about the evolution of (Zˇn)n≥1) is the blockwise structure of An as d blocks of 2× 2 matrices:
An =


1− γn+1µ?1 0 . . . 0
0 1− γn+1µ?2 . . .
...
... . . .
. . .
...
0 . . . 0 1− γn+1µ?d
 0d

1−γn+1µ?1
n+1
0 . . . 0
0
1−γn+1µ?2
n+1
. . .
...
... . . .
. . .
...
0 . . . 0
1−γn+1µ?d
n+1
 (1− 1n+1 )Id

. (24)
In particular, we can observe that the matrices made of components (i, i) (i, d+ i), (d+ i, i) and
(d+ i, d+ i) have a similar form. In the next proposition, we focus on the related spectrum of such
2× 2-matrices (the proof is left to the reader).
Proposition 3.3 For µ∈R and n≥ 1, set Eµ,n :=
(
1− γn+1µ 0
1−µγn+1
n+1
1− 1
n+1
)
. • If 1−µγn+1(n+ 1) 6=
0, define µ,n+1 by:
µ,n+1 :=
1−µγn+1
1−µγn+1(n+ 1) , (25)
The eigenvalues of Eµ,n are then given by
Sp(Eµ,n) =
{
1−µγn+1,1− 1
n+ 1
}
,
whereas the associated eigenvectors are:
uµ,n =
(
1
µ,n+1
)
and v=
(
0
1
)
.
• If 1−µγn+1(n+ 1) = 0, Eµ,n is not diagonalizable in R.
At this stage, we point out that the eigenvectors are modified from one iteration to another in
our spectral analysis of (θˆn)n≥1. Lemma 5 (stated in Appendix 5 will be useful to assert how much
the eigenvectors are moving.
Remark 3.1 The spectral decomposition of Eµ,n will be important below.
• The first important remark is that Eµ,n is not symmetric. The same remark holds for An as
well as shown in Equation (24). This generates a non-orthonormal change of basis to reduce Eµ,n
and An into a diagonal form, which implies some technical complications for the study of (Zˇn)n≥1.
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• To a lesser extent, it is also interesting to point out that this “no self-adjointness” property of
An is a new example of acceleration of convergence rates with the help of non symmetric dynamical
systems. This phenomenon also occurs for the kinetic diffusion dynamics [27, 15]) and for the
Nesterov accelerated gradient descent [22] and the Heavy Ball system [8, 16] even though we do not
claim that such a clear common point exists between these methods.
• The first eigenvalue of Eµ,n is 1 − µγn+1, and essentially acts on the component θn of the
vector Zn. We then expect a contraction of θn related to
∏n
k=1(1−µγk+1) where µ is the associated
eigenvalue of the Hessian of f at θ?. In a sense, there is nothing new for the standard stochastic
gradient descent algorithm in this last observation.
• Interestingly, the second eigenvalue of Eµ,n is 1−(n+1)−1, which is independent of the value
of µ. Moreover, this eigenvalue acts on the component brought by θˆn in the vector Zn. This key
observation will be at the core of the argument for a non-asymptotic study of the Ruppert-Polyak
algorithm and an important fact to obtain the adaptivity property for the unknown value of D?. In
the following section, we obtain some helpful properties on the averaging procedure due to a careful
inspection of the evolution of the eigenvalues of Eµ,n from n to n+ 1.
The reduction of Eµ,n may be written as:
Eµ,n =
(
1 0
µ,n+1 1
)(
1−µγn+1 0
0 1− 1
n+1
)(
1 0
−µ,n+1 1
)
.
Therefore, if we define the diagonal matrix En,D? by:
En,D? =Diag(µ?1,n+1, . . . , µ?d,n+1), (26)
we then deduce the spectral decomposition of An:
An =
(
Id 0
En,D? Id
)(
Id− γn+1D? 0
0 (1− 1
n+1
)Id
)(
Id 0
−En,D? Id
)
. (27)
We introduce the last change of basis as:
Z˜n :=
(
Id 0
−En,D? Id
)
Zˇn. (28)
We will establish the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4 Assume that Λ? is a positive-definite matrix. If (θn)n≥1 is a (Lp,
√
γn)-consistent
sequence with p≥ 4 and if (HS) holds then the sequence (Z˜n)n≥0 = (Z˜(1)n , Z˜(2)n )n≥0 satisfies:
• i) Some constants (cp)p≥1 exists such that:
∀n≥ 1 E
∣∣∣Z˜(1)n ∣∣∣p . cp{γn} p2 .
• ii) A constant c2 exists such that:
∀n≥ 1 E
∣∣∣Z˜(2)n ∣∣∣2 ≤ Tr(Σ?)n + c2nrβ ,
where rβ = {(β+ 1/2)∧ (2−β)}> 1 as soon as β ∈ (1/2,1).
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Since we aim to obtain the highest possible value for the second order term rβ, we are driven to
the “optimal” choice β = 3/4, which in turns implies that
∀n∈N? E|Z˜n|22 ≤
Tr(Σ?)
n
+Cn−5/4.
Proof:
Proof of i): We first observe that the sequence in Rd×Rd may be written as Z˜n = (Z˜(1)n , Z˜(2)n ) and
Equations (23) and (28) prove that Z˜(1)n =Qθn. Then, the (L
p,
√
γn)-consistency of (Z˜
(1)
n )n≥1 is a
direct consequence of the one of (θn)n≥1.
Proof of ii): We pick n0 such that ∀n≥ n0 : µ,n < 0 for any µ∈ Sp(Λ?).
Step 1: Recursion formula
We first establish a recursion between Z˜n and Z˜n+1 that will be used in Lemma 6. It will provide
a key relationship on the covariance between Z˜(1)n and Z˜
(2)
n and on the variance of Z˜
(2)
n .
Definitions (23), (28), the recursive link (21) and the definition of υˇn given in Equation (19)
yield:
Z˜n+1 =
(
Id 0
−En+1,D? Id
)
Zˇn+1
=
(
Id 0
−En+1,D? Id
)(
AnZˇn + γn+1
(
Q∆Mn+1
Q∆Mn+1
n+1
)
+ υˇn
)
=
(
Id 0
−En+1,D? Id
)(
Id 0
En,D? Id
)(
Id− γn+1D? 0
0 (1− 1
n+1
)Id
)
Z˜n
+ γn+1
[(
Q∆Mn+1
(−En+1,D? + Idn+1 )Q∆Mn+1
)
+
(
Q(Λ?−Λn)θn
(En+1,D? − Idn+1 )Q(Λ?−Λn)θn
)]
,
where in the third line we used the spectral decomposition of An given by (27). Since D
2f is
Lipschitz continuous, ‖Λ?−Λn‖=O(|θn|). Then, we deduce that:{
Z˜
(1)
n+1 = (Id− γn+1D?)Z˜(1)n + γn+1 (Q∆Mn+1 +O (|θn|2))
Z˜
(2)
n+1 = (1− 1n+1 )Z˜(2)n + ΩnZ˜(1)n + γn+1Υn (Q∆Mn+1 +O (|θn|2)) ,
(29)
with
Ωn = (En,D? −En+1,D?)(Id− γn+1D?) and Υn = En+1,D? − Id
n+ 1
.
Step 2: E[|Z˜(2)n |2] = O(n−1) The study of E[|θn|2Z˜(2)n ] is rather intricated as pointed in Lemma
6. We introduce the covariance:
∀i∈ {1, . . . , d} ωn(i) =E[(Z˜n)i(Z˜n)d+i] =E[(Z˜(1)n )i(Z˜(2)n )i], (30)
and the useful coefficient:
∀i∈ {1, . . . , d} αin = 2
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)
{Ωn}i,i. (31)
We can use the Young inequality ab≤ 
2
a2 + 1
2
b2 with some well-chosen . More precisely, setting
= nr, we obtain:
E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]. nrE[|θn|4] +n−rE[|Z˜(2)n |2]≤ nr−2β +n−rE[|Z˜(2)n |2].
Since 2β > 1, we know that a δ > 0 exists such that r= 2β− 1− δ > 0 and
E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]
n
≤ n−2−δ +n−2β+δE|Z˜(2)n |2.
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Second, from Lemma 6, for every i∈ {1, . . . , d} : |αin|. {n2γn}−1 and
|αinωn(i)|.
1
γnn2
(
n−δ
′
E|Z˜(1)n |2 +nδ
′
E|Z˜(2)n |2
)
≤ n−2−δ′ +nβ+δ′−2E|Z˜(2)n |2.
Plugging the two previous controls into the second statement of Lemma 6, we get a positive δ such
that a n0 exists such that for all n≥ n0:
E[|Z˜(2)n+1|2] ≤
((
1− 1
n+ 1
)2
+C[n−2β+δ +nβ+δ
′−2]
)
E[|Z˜(2)n |2] +
Tr(Σ?)
(n+ 1)2
+C
(
n−(2+δ) +n−(2+δ
′) +n−(2+β/2) +n−3+β
)
.
We choose δ= β−1/2> 0 and δ′ = 1/2−β/2> 0. In the meantime, we also have 2+ δ∧2+δ′∧2+
β/2∧ 3− β > 2. According to this choice, we can apply Lemma 8 and deduce that a η > 0 exists
such that:
∀n≥ 1 E[|Z˜(2)n+1|2]≤
Tr(Σ?)
n+ 1
(
1 +O(n−η
)
.
Step 3: Control of the covariance Owing to the previous control of E[|Z˜(2)n |2], one can deduce
from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that:
E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]≤
√
E[|θn|4]
√
E[|Z˜(2)n |2]. γn√
n
. (32)
Plugging this control into Lemma 6 i), we obtain that for all i∈ {1, . . . , d}:
ωn+1(i) = (1− γn+1µ?i )
n
n+ 1
ωn(i) +O
(
γn+1
n+ 1
)
+O
(
γ2n+1√
n
)
.
Now, remark that γn .
√
n so that we can conclude that E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |] shall be neglected in the
evolution of (ωn(i))n≥1:
ωn+1(i) = (1− γn+1µ?i )
n
n+ 1
ωn(i) +O
(
γn+1
n+ 1
)
.
From Lemma 7 stated in Appendix 5, we conclude that:
∀i∈ {1, . . . , d} ωn(i) =O
(
1
n
)
. (33)
Step 4: Expansion of the quadratic error We can conclude the proof of Proposition 3.4 ii).
From the previous upper bounds (33) and (32), we have:
d∑
i=1
αinωn(i) =O
(
1
n2γn
)
×O
(
1
n
)
and
E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]
n
=O
(
γn
n
√
n
)
.
We use these bounds in the statement of Lemma 6 ii) and deduce that:
E[|Z˜(2)n+1|2] ≤
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)2
E[|Z˜(2)n |2] +O
(
1
n3γn
)
+O
(
γn
n
3
2
)
+O
(√
γn
n2
)
≤
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)2
E[|Z˜(2)n |2] +O
(
1
n(
3
2 +β)∧(3−β)
)
where we used that γn = γn
−β so that
√
γnn
−2 = o(γnn−3/2) regardless the value of β ∈ (1/2,1).
Applying again Lemma 8 with r = +∞ and qβ = ( 32 + β) ∧ (3 − β), one obtains the announced
result. 
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3.2. Further remarks on the second order term
Remark 3.2 (About the linear case)When x 7→D2f(x) is constant (or also when the function
f to minimize is C3 with third partial derivatives Lipschitz and null at θ?), we can remark that
Λn = Λ
? (or that Λn − Λ? = O(|θn|2)). Following carefully the proof of Lemma 6, we can deduce
that the error term n−1O(E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]) vanishes (or is replaced by n−1O(E[|θn|3|Z˜(2)n |]). (n−1γn) 32
if the (L6,
√
γn)-consistency holds). Hence, we obtain
E[|Z˜(2)n+1|2]≤
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)2
E[|Z˜(2)n |2] +O(n−3γ−1n ) +O
(√
γn
n2
)
,
which is a better upper bound comparing to the recursion obtained in the end of the previous proof.
The rate is then optimized by choosing β = 2/3, leading to an exponent n−
4
3 .
The previous remark shows that we may obtain a different size of the second order terms when
f is locally symmetric around θ? (which occurs when D3f(θ?) = 0) and when f is not locally
symmetric (Theorem 2 proves that this second order term may be fixed of size O(n−5/4)). To
confirm such a conjecture, we have computed with a Monte-Carlo approximation the evolution of
n 7→ nρ
(
E[|θˆn− θ?|2]− Tr(Σ
?)
n
)
with ρ= 5
4
and β = 3
4
for a locally non-symmetric f1 around θ
? and
n 7→ nρ
(
E[|θˆn− θ?|2]− Tr(Σ
?)
n
)
with ρ= 4
3
and β = 2
3
for a locally symmetric f2.
We have used f1(x) =
x2
2
e−arctan(x) and f2(x) = x
2
2
, which trivially fall in the two different cases
and the simulations illustrated by Figure 1 seem to confirm that the second-order terms are of the
right sizes and cannot be improved.
0 2 4 6 8 10
10 5
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2
Figure 1. n 7→ nρ
(
E[|θˆn− θ?|2]− Tr(Σ
?)
n
)
. Blue curve: ρ = 5
4
and β = 3
4
for a non locally symmetric function f1.
Red curve: ρ= 4
3
and β = 2
3
for a locally symmetric function f2.
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4. Proof of the (Lp,
√
γn)-consistency - (Theorem 4) The main objective of this section
is to prove Theorem 4 iii). Our analysis is based on a Lyapunov-type approach with the help of
Vp :Rd→R defined for a given p≥ 1 by:
Vp(x) = f
p(x) exp(φ(f(x)).
We have the following result:
Theorem 6 (Convergence rate of (θn)n≥1 with Hφ ) Let p ≥ 1 and assume (Hφ) and
(HφΣp). Let (γn)n→ be a non-increasing sequence such that γn→ 0 as n→+∞. Then,
i) An integer n0 ∈N and some positive c1 and c2 exist such that
∀n≥ n0, E[Vp(θn+1)]≤ (1− c1γn+1)E[Vp(θn)] + c2γp+1n+1. (34)
ii) Furthermore, if γn− γn+1 = o(γ2n+1) as n→+∞, then
∀n≥ 1 E [Vp(θn)]≤Cp{γn}p.
In particular,
∀n≥ 1 E[fp(θn)]≤Cp{γn}p.
Note that the condition γn− γn+1 = o(γ2n+1) is satisfied when γn = γn−β with β ∈ (0,1). Therefore,
Theorem 4 iii) holds true.
To prove Theorem 6 i), we need some technical results related to φ and Vp. The first result is a
simple sub-additive property on φ that essentially relies on the concavity property on [x0,+∞).
Lemma 1. Assume that φ satisfies (Hφ)(i), then a constant cφ exists such that for all x, y ∈R+:
φ(x+ y)≤ φ(x) +φ(y) + cφ.
Proof: Since φ′′ ≤ 0 on [x0,+∞), the function φ is concave on [x0,+∞). Hence, the function x 7→
φ(x+ y)−φ(x) is decreasing on [x0,+∞) and we deduce that:
∀x≥ x0 φ(x+ y)≤ φ(x) +φ(x0 + y)−φ(x0).
Since φ′ is decreasing on [x0,+∞), then φ′ is upper-bounded and a constant C > 0 exists such that
φ(y+x0)≤ φ(y) +Cx0. We then deduce that:
∀x≥ x0 ∀y≥ 0 φ(x+ y)≤ φ(x) +φ(y) +Cx0−φ(x0). (35)
In the other situation when x ≤ x0, the fact that φ is non-decreasing yields and Equation (35)
applied at point x0 yields:
φ(x+ y)≤ φ(x0 + y)≤ φ(y) +Cx0 ≤ φ(x) +φ(y) +Cx0.
We then obtain the desired inequality for any value of x and y in R+. 
The second key element of our study is a straightforward computation of the first and second
derivatives of Vp.
Lemma 2. For any p∈N? and any x∈Rd \ {θ?}, we have:
i)
∇Vp(x) = Vp(x)
(
p
∇f(x)
f(x)
+φ′(f(x))∇f(x)
)
.
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ii)
D2Vp(x) = Vp(x)
[
ψ1(x)∇f(x)⊗∇f(x) +ψ2(x)D2f(x)
]
,
where ψ1 and ψ2 are given by:
ψ1(x) :=
(
p
f(x)
+φ′(f(x))
)2
− p
f2(x)
+φ′′(f(x)) and ψ2(x) :=
p
f(x)
+φ′(f(x)).
Lemma 3. Assume that f satisfies (Hφ), then one has
i) A constant α> 0 exists such that:
inf
x∈Rd
〈∇Vp(x),∇f(x)〉
Vp(x)
≥ α> 0.
ii) For any matrix norm ‖ .‖, a positive constant C > 0 exists such that for any ξ ∈Rd,
‖D2Vp(ξ)‖ ≤C
(
Vp−1(ξ) +
Vp(ξ)
1 + |∇f(ξ)|2
)
.
Proof: Below, C refers to a large enough constant independent of ξ whose value may change from
line to line.
i) We apply Lemma 2 i) and obtain that:
∀x∈Rd \ {θ?} 〈∇Vp(x),∇f(x)〉
Vp(x)
= p
‖∇f(x)‖2
f(x)
+φ′(f(x))‖∇f(x)‖2.
The result then follows from Assumption (Hφ)ii) and a continuity argument around θ
?.
ii) We apply Lemma 2 ii) and write that ∀y ∈Rd:
〈y,D2Vp(ξ)y〉
‖y‖2 = Vp(ξ)
[
ψ1(ξ)〈y,∇f(ξ)⊗∇f(ξ)y〉+ψ2(ξ)〈y,D2f(ξ)y〉
]
≤ Vp(ξ)
([
2p2
f2(ξ)
+ 2{φ′(f(ξ))}2− p
f2(ξ)
+φ′′(f(ξ))
]
‖∇f(ξ)‖2
+
[
p
f(ξ)
+φ′(f(ξ))
]
‖D2f(ξ)‖
)
.
We now apply assumption Hφ: a large enough constant C exists such that:
‖∇f(ξ)‖2
f2(ξ)
≤ C
f(ξ)
and φ′(f(ξ))2‖∇f(ξ)‖2 ≤Cφ′(f(ξ)).
Since ξ 7−→ ‖D2f(ξ)‖ is bounded under Assumption Hφ from the norm equivalence in any finite
dimensional real vector space, we then have that:
〈y,D2Vp(ξ)y〉
‖y‖2 ≤ CVp(ξ)
[
1
f(ξ)
+φ′(f(ξ)) +φ′′(f(ξ))
]
≤ CVp−1(ξ) + CVp(ξ)
1 + ‖∇f(ξ)‖2
(
1 + ‖∇f(ξ)‖2) (φ′(f(ξ)) +φ′′(f(ξ))) .
Since φ′′(u) is negative for u large enough, that φ′ is bounded (it is a non-increasing function on
[x0,+∞)) and that Assumption Hφ implies that limφ′(f(ξ))|∇f(ξ)|2 <+∞, we then deduce that:
sup
ξ∈Rd
(φ′(f(ξ)) +φ′′(f(ξ))(1 + |∇f(ξ)|2)<+∞.
Hence,
∀y ∈Rd 〈y,D
2Vp(ξ)y〉
‖y‖2 ≤C
(
Vp−1(ξ) +
Vp(ξ)
1 + ‖∇f(ξ)‖2
)
.
The second assertion follows. 
The next lemma will be useful to produce an efficient descent inequality.
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Lemma 4. Suppose that Hφ holds and consider ρ ∈ [0,1]. For any γ > 0, ε > 0 define ξγ,ε,x =
x+ ργ (−∇f(x) + ε). Then,
i) A γ0 > 0, a constant C > 0 independent of ρ and ε > 0 exist such that for any γ ∈ [0, γ0] such
that:
f(ξγ,ε,x)≤ f(x) +Cγ|ε|2.
ii) If 2γ‖D2f‖∞ ≤ 1, then ∀ρ> 0 : ∃ cρ > 0 : ∀x∈Rd :
γ2D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x) (−∇f(x) + ε)⊗2
≤ C(1 + |ε|2(p+1)) exp(φ(γ|ε|2)) (ργVp(x) + γ2Vp(x) + (cρ + 1)γp+1) .
Proof: Below, C is a positive constant whose value may change from line to line.
i) Using the Taylor formula, a ξ˜ exists on the segment [x, ξγ,ε,x] such that:
f(ξγ,ε,x) = f(x)− ργ‖∇f(x)‖2 + ργ〈∇f(x), ε〉+ ρ
2γ2
2
D2f(ξ˜) (−∇f(x) + ε)⊗2 .
Hφ implies that D
2f is upper bounded and ‖a+ b‖2 ≤ 2(‖a‖2 + ‖b‖2) yields:
D2f(ξ˜) ((−∇f(x) + ε)⊗2 ≤ 2‖D2f‖∞
(‖∇f(x)‖2 + ‖ε‖2) .
By the elementary inequality |〈u, v〉| ≤ 1
2
(‖u‖2 + ‖v‖2) we deduce that:
f(ξγ,ε,x) ≤ f(x)− ργ‖∇f(x)‖2 + ργ〈∇f(x), ε〉+C ρ
2γ2
2
(‖∇f(x)‖2 + ‖ε‖2)
≤ f(x) + ργ
[−1
2
+ ργ‖D2f‖∞
]
‖∇f(x)‖2 +
[ργ
2
+ ‖D2f‖∞ρ2γ2
]
‖ε‖2
≤ f(x) + ργ‖ε‖2 ≤ f(x) + γ‖ε‖2,
where in the last line we use that ρ≤ 1 and the condition γ‖D2f‖∞ ≤ 1/2. The result follows by
choosing γ0 ≤C−1.
ii) We divide the proof into 4 steps.
• Step 1: Comparison between Vr(ξγ,ε,x) and Vr(x). Let r ≥ 0. Since φ is non-decreasing, one first
deduces from i) that a constant C > 0 exists such that:
Vr(ξγ,ε,x)≤ (f(x) +Cγ‖ε‖2)r exp
(
φ(f(x) + γ‖ε‖2)) .
The sub-additivity property of Lemma 1 associated with (|a|+ |b|)r ≤ 2r(|a|r + |b|r) yields:
Vr(ξγ,ε,x)≤ 2r
(
f r(x) + (Cγ)r‖ε‖2r)eφ(f(x))+φ(γ‖ε‖2)+cφ .
Setting Tε,γ,r = (1 + ‖ε‖2r) exp(φ(γ‖ε‖2), and using that V0 = eφ(f):
∀r≥ 0 ∃Cr > 0 Vr(ξγ,ε,x) ≤ Cr exp(φ(γ‖ε‖2)
[
Vr(x) + γ
r‖ε‖2rV0(x)
]
≤ Cr exp(φ(γ‖ε‖2)
[
(1 + ‖ε‖2r)Vr(x) + γr‖ε‖2r
]
≤ CrTε,γ,r [Vr(x) + γr] . (36)
where in the second line, we used that V0 ≤ c(1 +Vr).
• Step 2: Upper bound of D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖.‖∇f(x)‖2. We apply Lemma 3 ii) with ξ = ξγ,ε,x and we
obtain that:
‖D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖.‖∇f(x)‖2 ≤ C
(
Vp−1(ξγ,ε,x) +
Vp(ξγ,ε,x)
1 + ‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖2
)
‖∇f(x)‖2
.
(
T,γ,p−1[Vp−1(x) + γ
p−1] +
Tε,γ,p[Vp(x) + γ
p]
1 + ‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖2
)
‖∇f(x)‖2
. T,γ,p−1Vp−1(x)[‖∇f(x)‖2 + γp−1‖∇f(x)‖2]
+Tε,γ,p
‖∇f(x)‖2
1 + ‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖2 [Vp(x) + γ
p].
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Under Assumption (Hφ), Vp−1(x)‖∇f(x)‖2 ≤CVp(x) and γp−1‖∇f(x)‖2 ≤Cγp−1f(x)≤Cγp−1(1+
Vp(x)). From the boundedness of γ and the trivial inequality since T,γ,p−1 ≤ 2T,γ,p, we then deduce
that
‖D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖.‖∇f(x)‖2 . T,γ,p−1[Vp(x) + γp−1] + T,γ,p[Vp(x) + γ
p]‖∇f(x)‖2
1 + ‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖2
. T,γ,p
[
[Vp(x) + γ
p−1] +
[Vp(x) + γ
p]‖∇f(x)‖2
1 + ‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖2
]
, (37)
and we are forced to produce an upper bound of ‖∇f(x)‖
2
1+|∇f(ξγ,ε,x)|2 . According to the Taylor formula,
a ξ′ exists in [x, ξγ,ε,x] such that:
∇f(x) =∇f(ξγ,ε,x)− ργD2f(ξ′) (−∇f(x) + ε) ,
and the triangle inequality yields:
‖∇f(x)‖ ≤ ‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖+ ‖D2f‖∞γ(‖∇f(x)‖+ ‖ε‖),
so that:
‖∇f(x)‖ ≤ (1−‖D2f‖∞γ)−1 (‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖+ ‖ε‖) .
The elementary inequality (u+ v)2 ≤ 2(u2 + v2) leads to:
‖∇f(x)‖2 ≤ 8‖∇f(ξγ,ε,x)‖2 + ‖ε‖2).
As a consequence, for a large enough constant C, we have that:( ‖∇f(x)‖2
1 + ‖∇f(ξ)‖2 + |ε|
2
)
≤C(1 + ‖ε‖2).
Plugging this inequality in (37) yields:
‖D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖.‖∇f(x)‖2 . T,γ,p
(
γp−1 + [Vp(x) + γ
p](1 + ‖ε‖2)) ,
and since Tε,γ,p(1 + ‖ε‖2)≤ 3Tε,γ,p+1, we then conclude that:
‖D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖.‖∇f(x)‖2 . T,γ,p+1
(
γp−1 +Vp(x)
)
, (38)
• Step 3: Upper bound of D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖.‖‖2. We focus on the noise part ε. Using (36) and Lemma
3 ii) once again, we have that:
‖D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖.‖ε‖2 . Tε,γ,p+1
(
Vp−1(x) +Vp(x) + γ
p−1) . (39)
• Step 4: Upper bound of D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)‖(−∇f(x) + ε)⊗2. We use Equations (38) and (39) and
obtain:
γ2D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x)(−∇f(x) + ε)⊗2 ≤CTε,γ,p+1(γ2Vp−1(x) + γ2Vp(x) + γp+1).
To obtain the result, it is now enough to prove for any ρ> 0, a constant cρ exists such that:
γ2Vp−1(x)≤ ργV p(x) + cργp+1.
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To derive this key comparison, we use the Young inequality uv ≤ up¯
p¯
+ v
q¯
q¯
when 1/p¯+ 1/q¯ = 1. In
particular, we choose u= ρ˜γ
p−1
p V p−1(x), v= γ1+1/pρ˜−1, p¯= p/(p− 1), q¯= p and obtain that
γ2Vp−1(x) = exp(φ(γ‖‖2))γ2fp(x)
≤ exp(φ(γ‖‖2))
[
p− 1
p
(
ρ˜γ(p−1)/pfp−1(x)
)p/(p−1)
+
γp+1
pρ˜p
]
≤ p− 1
p
ρ˜p/(p−1)γVp(x) + p
−1ρ˜−pγp+1 exp(φ(γ‖‖2))
≤ p− 1
p
ρ˜p/(p−1)γVp(x) + p
−1ρ˜−pγp+1V0(x)
Using V0 ≤C(1 +Vp) once again, we then deduce that for any ρ> 0, a constant cρ exists such that:
γ2Vp−1(x)≤ ργVp(x) + cργp+1.
We obtain the final upper bound:∀ρ> 0 ,∃ cρ > 0 ,∀x∈Rd :
γ2D2Vp(ξγ,ε,x) (−∇f(x) + ε)⊗2 ≤CT,γ,p+1
(
ργVp(x) + γ
2Vp(x) + (cρ + 1)γ
p+1
)
.

We now focus on the proof of Theorem 6 i).
Proof of Theorem 6:
i) We apply the second order Taylor formula to Vp and obtain that:
Vp(θn+1) = Vp(θn)− γn+1〈∇Vp(θn),∇f(θn)〉+ γn+1〈Vp(θn),∆Mn+1〉
+
γ2n+1
2
D2Vp(ξn+1)(−∇f(θn) + ∆Mn+1)⊗2,
where ξn+1 = θn + ρ∆θn+1, ρ∈ [0,1]. Using Lemma 3 i), we obtain that a α> 0 exists such that:
∀n∈N? Vp(θn)− γn+1〈∇Vp(θn),∇f(θn)〉 ≤ Vp(θn)(1−αγn+1). (40)
Moreover, we have that E[γn+1〈Vp(θn),∆Mn+1〉 |Fn] = 0. Finally, Lemma 4 ii) shows that a constant
C > 0 exists such that for any ρ> 0 , for all n∈N?, cρ exists such that:
γ2n+1
2
D2Vp(ξn+1)(−∇f(θn) + ∆Mn+1)⊗2
≤ CT∆Mn+1,γn+1,p+1
(
ργn+1Vp(θn) + γ
2
n+1Vp(θn) + (cρ + 1){γn+1}p+1
)
.
This last upper bound associated with (40) and Assumption (HφΣp) yields:
E [Vp(θn+1) |Fn]
≤ (1−αγn+1)Vp(θn) +
C
(
ργn+1Vp(θn) + γ
2
n+1Vp(θn) + (cρ + 1){γn+1}p+1
)
E
[
T∆Mn+1,γn+1,p+1 |Fn
]
≤ (1−αγn+1)Vp(θn) +CΣp
(
ργn+1Vp(θn) + γ
2
n+1Vp(θn) + (cρ + 1){γn+1}p+1
)
≤ (1− (α− ρCΣp)γn+1 +CΣpγ2n+1)Vp(θn) + (1 + cρ)CΣp{γn+1}p+1.
We now choose ρ such that ρCΣp =
α
2
and determine that two non-negative constants c1 and c2
exist such that ∀n∈N?:
E [Vp(θn+1) |Fn]≤
(
1− α
2
γn+1 + c1γ
2
n+1
)
Vp(θn) + c2{γn+1}p+1. (41)
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Theorem 6 i) easily follows by taking the expectation and by using that c1γn+1 ≤ α/4 for n large
enough.
ii) We prove by induction that a large enough C > 0 exists such that:
∀n∈N? E [Vp(θn)]≤C {γn}p . (42)
Since γn− γn+1 = o(γ2n+1) as n→+∞(
γn
γn+1
)p
≤ 1 + o(γn+1) as n→+∞,
a sufficiently large n1 exists such that
∀n≥ n1 0≤ (1− c1γn+1)
(
γn
γn+1
)p
≤ 1− c1
2
γn+1. (43)
We can choose C1 large enough such that Equation (42) holds true for any n≤ n1 with C ≥ C1.
For any n1 ∈N, the result holds for any n≤ n1. Assuming that the property holds at a given rank
n≥ n1, we then have:
E[Vp(θn+1)] ≤ (1− c1γn+1)E[Vp(θn)] + c2{γn+1}p+1.
≤ (1− c1γn+1)Cγpn + c2{γn+1}p+1.
≤ C{γn+1}p
[(
γn
γn+1
)p
(1− c1γn+1) + c2
C
γn+1
]
≤ C{γn+1}p
[
1−
(c1
2
− c2
C
)
γn+1
]
where we used Equation (34), the induction property (42) and Inequality (43). If we choose C ≥
C2 =
c2
2c1
, then E[Vp(θn)]≤Cγpn =⇒E[Vp(θn+1)]≤C {γn+1}p. This ends the proof of ii). 
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5. Technical lemmas for Theorem 2 The next lemma is important to obtain the stability
of the change of basis from one iteration to another in our spectral analysis of (θˆn)n≥1.
Lemma 5. Assume that γn = γn
−β with β ∈ (0,1). Let µ> 0. Then, a constant C and an integer
n0 exist such that
∀n≥ n0, |µ,n− µ,n+1| ≤Cnβ−2
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Proof: We choose n0 such that 1−µγnn< 0 for all n≥ n0. Then, the desired inequality comes from
a direct computation:
µ,n− µ,n+1 = 1−µγn
1−µγnn −
1−µγn+1
1−µγn+1(n+ 1)
=
(1−µγn)(1−µγn+1(n+ 1))− (1−µγn+1)(1−µγnn)
(1−µγnn)(1−µγn+1(n+ 1))
= µ
(γn+1− γn) + (nγn− (n+ 1)γn+1) +µγnγn+1
(1−µγnn)(1−µγn+1(n+ 1))
Now, if C denotes a constant that only depends on µ and β (whose value may change from line to
line), we then have the following inequalities:
|γn+1− γn| ≤Cn−(1+β), |nγn− (n+ 1)γn+1| ≤Cn−β and γnγn+1 ≤Cn−2β.
Since β < 1, the denominator is equivalent to n2−2β and we obtain that
|µ,n− µ,n+1| ≤C n
−β
n2−2β
=Cnβ−2, (44)
which ends the proof. 
Lemma 6. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.4, we have:
i) For any i∈ {1, . . . , d}, ωn(i) =E[(Z˜(1)n )i(Z˜(2)n )i] satisfies ∀n≥ n0,
ωn+1(i) = (1− γn+1µ?i )
n
n+ 1
ωn(i) +O
(
γn+1
n+ 1
)
+O(γn+1E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]).
ii) The following recursion holds for any n≥ n0,
E[|Z˜(2)n+1|2] =
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)2
E[|Z˜(2)n |2] +
d∑
i=1
αinωn(i) +
E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]
n
+
Tr(Σ?)
(n+ 1)2
+O
(√
γn
n2
∨ 1
n3γn
)
,
where αin is defined in (31) and satisfies |αin|. γ−1n n−2, i= 1, . . . , d.
Proof: Set µ= min{µ?i , i= 1, . . . , d}> 0. Recall that n0 ∈N is such that 1−µγnn< 0 for all n≥ n0.
For all n ≥ n0, Υn and Ωn are well-defined deterministic matrices and since for a given µ > 0,
µ,n ∼ (nγn)−1 and µ,n− µ,n+1 =O(n−2γ−1n ) (see (44)), we have
γn+1‖Υn‖=O
(
1
n
)
and γn+1‖Ωn‖=O
(
1
n2
)
. (45)
Now, let us prove the first statement.
i) Using (29), we have
ωn+1(i) = (1− γn+1µ?i )
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)
ωn(i) +O(γn+1E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |])
+ γ2n+1E[{Q∆Mn+1}i{ΥnQ∆Mn+1}i] +O(γn+1r(1)n )
where
r(1)n = ‖Ωn‖
(
E|Z˜(1)n |2
γn+1
+E[|θn|2|Z˜(1)n |]
)
+ ‖Υn‖
(
E[|Z˜(1)n |.|θn|2] + γn+1E|θn|4
)
.
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The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the fact that |Z˜(1)n |= |θn| and the consistency condition lead to
E[|θn|2|Z˜(1)n |]≤
{
E[|θn|4|
}1/2{E[|Z˜(1)n |2]}1/2 ≤ γ3/2n+1.
Therefore, (45) yields:
γn+1r
(1)
n .
1
n2
(
1 + γ
3
2
n+1
)
+
1
n
(
γ
3
2
n+1 + γ
3
n+1
)
= o
(γn
n
)
.
In the meantime, under (HS) and because Q∈Od(R), we have:
∀i∈ {1, . . . , d} |E[{Q∆Mn+1}i {ΥnQ∆Mn+1}i]| . ‖Υn‖E[|∆Mn+1|2]
. ‖Υn‖E‖S(θn)‖
. ‖Υn‖(1 +E|θn|)
. ‖Υn‖.
We therefore deduce from (45) and from the previous lines that
∀i∈ {1, . . . , d} γ2n+1 |E[{Q∆Mn+1}i {ΥnQ∆Mn+1}i]|.
γn
n
.
ii) We define ∆Nn+1 = ΥnQ∆Mn+1 and recall that α
i
n is defined in (31) by α
i
n = 2(1− (n+
1)−1)(Ωn)i,i. Starting from (29) and |Z˜(1)n |= |θn|, we use that Ωn is a diagonal matrix so that
E[|Z˜(2)n+1|2] =
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)2
E[|Z˜(2)n |2] +
d∑
i=1
αinωn(i) + γ
2
n+1E|∆Nn+1|2
+O
(
γn+1‖Υn‖E[|θn|2|Z˜(2)n |]
)
+O(γn+1r
(2)
n ),
where r(2)n is defined by
r(2)n =
‖Ωn‖2E|θn|2
γn+1
+ ‖Ωn‖‖Υn‖E|θn|3 + γn+1‖Υn‖2E|θn|4.
The (L4,
√
γn)-consistency, the Jensen inequality and (45) yield
γn+1r
(2)
n =O
(
1
γnn4
+
√
γn
n3
+
γ2n
n2
)
=O
(
1
n3
)
since γn ≤ cn− 12 . To achieve the proof, it remains to show that
E|∆Nn+1|2 = Tr(Σ
?)
n2
+O
(√
γn
n2
∨ 1
n3γn
)
(46)
First, set Bn =Q
TΥ2nQ. Using that Υn is a diagonal matrix, we have
|∆Nn+1|2 = Tr(|∆Nn+1|2) = Tr(∆NTn+1∆Nn+1)
= Tr(∆MTn+1Bn∆Mn+1)
= Tr(Bn∆Mn+1∆M
T
n+1)
Since the trace is a linear application and Bn is a deterministic matrix,
E[|∆Nn+1}|2|Fn] = Tr(BnE[∆Mn+1∆MTn+1|Fn]) = Tr(BnS(θn)) (47)
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where we applied Assumption (HS). We also have S(θn) = S(θ
?)+O(|θn|). For Bn, we first remark
that
γn+1Υn = (n+ 1)
−1{D?}−1 + ∆n+1
where (∆n)n≥0 is a sequence of matrices defined by:
∆n = Diag
{
1− (n+ 1){µ?i }2γ2n+1
(n+ 1)µ?i ((n+ 1)γn+1µ
?
i − 1)
+
γn+1
n+ 1
, i= 1, . . . , d
}
.
Using that nγ2n→ 0 as n→+∞, one easily checks that
‖∆n‖. 1
n2γn
+
γn
n
. 1
n2γn
.
As a consequence,
γ2n+1Bn = Q
T {γn+1Υn}2Q
= QT{(n+ 1)−1D? + ∆n+1}2Q
= (n+ 1)−2QT{D?}−2Q+O
(
1
n3γn
)
.
It follows from (47) that
γ2n+1E[|∆Nn+1}|2|Fn] = γ2n+1Tr(Bn∆Mn+1∆MTn+1)
=
Tr({Λ?}−2S(θ?))
(n+ 1)2
+O
(
E|θn|
n2
∨ 1
n3γn
)
=
Tr({Λ?}−2S(θ?))
(n+ 1)2
+O
(√
γn
n2
∨ 1
n3γn
)
because which leads to (46) and achieves the proof. 
Lemma 7. Assume that (un)n≥0 is a sequence which satisfies for all n ≥ n0 and for a given
µ> 0:
un+1 = (1− γn+1µ) n
n+ 1
un +βn+1
with βn . γnn−1. Then, un =O(n−1).
Proof: With the convention
∏
∅ = 1 and
∑
∅ = 0, we have for every n≥ n0:
un =
(
n∏
k=n0+1
(1− γkµ) k
k+ 1
)
un0 +
n∑
k=n0+1
βk
n∏
`=k+1
(1− γ`µ) `
`+ 1
.
Using that for any x>−1, log(1 +x)≤ x, we obtain for every n≥ n0 + 1
n∏
k=n0+1
(1− γkµ) k
k+ 1
≤ n0
n+ 1
e−µ(Γn−Γn0 ) ≤Cn0
e−Γn
n+ 1
=O(n−1)
and,
n∑
k=n0+1
βk
n∏
`=k+1
(1− γ`µ) `
`+ 1
≤ 1
n+ 1
(
e−µΓn
n∑
k=n0+1
βk(k+ 1)e
µΓk
)
.
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But βk(k+ 1). γk+1. Thus, since x 7→ xeµx is increasing on R+,
n∑
k=n0+1
βk(k+ 1)e
µΓk .
n∑
k=n0+1
γk+1e
µΓk ≤
∫ Γn+1
Γn0+1
eµxdx
and hence,
1
n+ 1
(
e−µΓn
n∑
k=n0+1
βk(k+ 1)e
µΓk
)
≤ Cn0
n+ 1
.
The result follows. 
Remark 5.1 By the expansion log(1+x) = x+c(x)x2 where c is bounded on [−1/2,1/2], a slight
modification of the proof leads to lim infn→+∞ nun > 0 when
∑
γ2k <+∞.
Lemma 8. For any sequence (un)n≥0 that satisfies
∀n≥ 0 un+1 ≤ un
(
1− 1
n+ 1
)2
(1 + 2n−r) +
V
(n+ 1)2
+ c¯n−q,
with r≥ 1 and q≥ 2, then a large enough constant C independent of n exists such that
∀n≥ 1 un ≤ V
n
+Cn−{r∧(q−1)}.
Proof: We establish the result using an induction and denote by α = r ∧ q The statement of the
lemma is obvious for n= 1 by choosing a large enough C. Assuming now that the result holds for
the integer n, we write
un+1 ≤
(
n
n+ 1
)2
(1 + 2n−r)
[
V
n
+Cn−α
]
+
V
(n+ 1)2
+ c¯n−q
≤ V
[
n
(n+ 1)2
+
1
(n+ 1)2
]
+ 2V
(
n
n+ 1
)2
n−(r+1)
+Cn−α
(
n
n+ 1
)2
+ 2Cn−(α+r)
(
n
n+ 1
)2
+ c¯n−q
=
V
n+ 1
+C(n+ 1)−αAn
where
An := 2V n
1−r(n+ 1)α−2
C
+
(
n
n+ 1
)2−α
+ 2
n2−α−r
(n+ 1)2−α
+
c¯
C
n−q(n+ 1)α
We now choose α< 2 and use the first order approximations:
An = 1− (2−α)n−1 +C−1
[
2V nα−(1+r) + 2n−r + c¯nα−q
]
+ o(n−1).
Then, a large enough C exists such that An ≤ 1 for any n≥ 1 as soon as the powers of n are lower
than 1 inside the brackets on the right hand side of the equality above. Hence, α should be chosen
such that {(1 + r)−α} ∧ {r} ∧ {α− q} ≥ 1 and the largest possible value of α corresponds to the
choice
α= (q− 1)∧ r.
For such a choice, a large enough C exists such that the recursion holds, which ends the proof of
Lemma 8. 
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6. Growth at infinity under the KL gradient inequality In this section, we prove the
property (11) of Proposition 2.2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that θ? = f(θ?) = 0.
Proof: Consider 0≤ t≤ s and x ∈ Rd. We then associate the solution of the differential equation
associated to the flow −∇f initialized at x:
χx(0) = x and χ˙x =−∇f(χx).
The length of the curve L(χx, t, s) is defined by
L(χx, t, s) =
∫ s
t
‖χ˙x(τ)‖dτ.
Under Assumption (HrKL), we can consider ϕ(a) =
a1−r
1−r and we have that
ϕ′(f(x))‖∇f(x)‖ ≥m> 0.
We now observe that e : s 7−→ϕ(f(χx(s))) satisfies:
e′(τ) = ϕ′(f(χx(τ)))〈∇f(χx(τ)), χ˙x(τ)〉
= −ϕ′(f(χx(τ)))‖∇f(χx(τ))‖2
≤ −m‖χ˙x(τ)‖
We deduce that:
e(t)− e(s) =
∫ t
s
e′(τ)dτ ≥m
∫ s
t
‖χ˙x(τ)‖dτ ≥mL(χx, t, s) (48)
Now choosing t= 0 and s−→+∞, we have e(0)− lims−→+∞ e(s) = ϕ(f(x))−ϕ(minf) = ϕ(f(x)),
and Equation (48) yields
ϕ(f(x))≥mL(χx,0,+∞)≥m‖x‖
because χx(+∞) = arg minf = 0. We deduce that
f(x)≥ϕ−1(m‖x‖) = {m(1− r)} 11−r ‖x‖ 11−r .
which is the desired conclusion. 
